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1 . The Executive Board was represented at the Sixth World Health Assembly, 

in terms of resolution EB11#R1, by Professor G.A. Canaperia and D r . W . A . 

Karunaratne. Dr» Karunaratne replaced D r . Jafar who was not able to function 

as a representative as he had to officiate as a member of the delegation of his 

government. 

2. The reports of the Executive Board at its tenth and eleventh sessions were 

presented to the Assembly in plenary session by Professor Canaperia, who touched 

only upon their salient features. From the reactions of the delegations, it is 

considered that this brief review of the work of the previous year was of great 

value to those attending the Health Assembly^. 

In general, Professor Canaperia attended the meetings of the Ccsnmittee on 

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, and D r . K a m m a r a t n e those of the 

Committee on Programme and Budget. 3oth representatives were present at the 

plenary sessions of the Assembly. During the discussions of the Committee on 

Programme and Budget on the budget ceiling and on the appropriations resolution 

for 1954,since there were no meetings of the Committee on Administration and 

Finance, Professor Canaperia attended meetings of the Legal Sub-committee. 

3 . The representatives, in conformity with the practice in previous years, 

attempted to place the views and decisions of the Board before the ccanmittees, 

and in no way expressed views which were their own* They also avoided entering 

into any discussions on points on yrtiich the Board had not come to a decision. 

4 . The two representatives have given serious consideration to the desirability 

of reviewing the present method of representation of the Board at the Assembly. 

They feel that it is useful for the reports of the Board for the previous year 

to be submitted to the Assembly with an introductoiy statement, but that it is 
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not now really necessary for the Board to continue to be represented at the meetings 

of the two main committees. After studying previous resolutions of the Board on 

representation at the Assembly they feel that there has been a strong case for such 

representation during the years 1951, 1952 and 1953, the formative years of WHO, 

when it was of paramount importance to give background infoiraation about the 

discussions and decisions of the Board to the members of the Assembly and necessaiy 

that the functions of the executive organ be fully conveyed to the principal body. 

However, the representatives now.feel that a s , during the Assembly, hardly any 

questions are now put to them as representatives of the Board, the time has cone 

when this procedure should be reviewed, and they therefore strong炒 recommend to 

the Board that this be given serious consideration. 

5 . They recommend that, in future, the reports of the Board for the previous year 

should be presented to the Assembly in plenary session b y the Chairman of the Board. 

The Chairman might even be a delegate of his country, since he would only be sub-

mitting a review of the work done in the previous year and expressing views and 

decisions of the Board as contained in the official reports and minutes of its meetings. 

They do not believe that the Board need be represented in future at the main committees, 

especially as all reports and information on its functions and activities are available 

in print, or can be referred to in the minutes of the Board. They also feel that 

the time spent by the representatives, who are technical m e n , could be better utilized 

as members of their own delegations, rather than as representatives of the Board, and 

that this would be a better and more useful way of serving the Organization. 
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REFRESSNTüTION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AT WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLIES 

In their report to the Executive Eoard (document EB13/3), the representatives 

of the Board et the Sixth World He&lth Assembly recoirjnend that the need for the 

Executive Board to appoint representatives at the World Health Assemblies be 

reconsidered. 

The Director-General notes the'reaso-is that led the representatives of the 

board at the last Assembly to make such recommendations. It may be that the 

interventions and explanations required from the Board representatives at the 

Sixth World Health Assembly can be considered as having occurred on fewer occasions 

than at the Third, Fourth or Fifth Assemblies, where the participation of such 

representatives was a prerequisite to the work of the two main committees. The 

D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l b e l i e v e s the members of the Eoard w i l l wish t o c o n s i d e r the 

historical developients leading to the earlier decisions to arrange for representa-
* 

tion on a full-time basis during sessions of the Health Assembly. 

It was at the fifth session of the Executive Board that it was first decided 

that it would be desirable for the Executive Board to be formally represented at 

the Health Assembly) the decision taken at that time was with regard only to the 

Third Health Assembly. The question arose as a result of the situation which 

developed at the second World Health Assembly and in connexion with the Board's 

examination of the procedures for considerstion of the proposed annual programme 
2 

and budget estimates by the World Health Assembly. The Bosrd's resolution 

appointing representatives et the Third Health Assembly inter alia states: 

1

 Resolution ТЖА2.60, Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 21, p.27 
2

 Off Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 25, p.2 
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'•DECIDES that the consideration of the programme and budget estimates for 1951 b y the 

Third Health Assembly will be facilitated if the Board submits a complete report on its 

examination and review, and also arranges for the Board to be officially represented at 

the Assembly." 

During the debate the Director-General pointed out that "it was obvious that this . 

/absence of persons responsible for defending t^^.Board
1

 s proposals/ had been a serious 

omission in the work of the Health Assembly. The Secretariat had been placed in the 

embarrassing situation of being the people to speak for the Executive Board at the Assembly； 

obviously there would be occasions on which members of the Secretariat might not be in 

agreement with decisions of the Board. It was quite evident that the Executive Board 

should exist somewhere in the Health Assembly so that its decision could be defended by 

its own representatives •
,f 

о 

The Third World Health Assembly adopted resolution WHA3.89 which, inter alla» 

"REQUESTS that • … t h e Executive Board ask its Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance in its further discussions and examinations of the organizational structure 

and administrative efficiency of the Organization • … t o take into account discussions 

in the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters • … w i t h particular 

reference to •••• examination of Assembly procedures". It also adopted resolution 3 

WHA3.106 which requested the Executive Board "to put forward to the Fourth World Health 

Assembly proposals for an improved procedure". 

Subsequently, and in accordance with the recommendations of the Executive Board at 

its sixth session, the Fourth Health Assembly adopted certain modifications to the rules 

of procedure of the Assembly, providing formally for representation of the Executive 

Board. Rule 4 1 states: "The Executive Board shall be represented at the Health 

Assembly by such person or persons serving on the Board as the Board m a y determine•• 

and Rule 42: "Representatives of the Executive Board shall attend plenary meetings 

and meetings of the main committees of the Health Assembly • … " It seans reasonable 

to bG'üeve that, in so giving a legal shape to their decision to have the Executive 

Board formally represented at the Health Assembly, the members of the Board and the 

delegates at the Assembly wished to give this procedure a permanent character• 

1
 EB5/AF/Mln/9 Rev.l 

2
 Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 28, p.54 

3 • 一 

Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org. 28, p.63 
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Should the Board decide that it does not w i sh t o be represented at future Health 

Assemblies, it will be necessary to recommend to the Health Assembly that these rules 

providing for formal representation be amended accordingly. It appears that unless 

and until the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly are amended, the Executive Board 

will need to appoint its representative or representatives to the Health Assembly» 

In view of the provision in Article 29 of the Constitution that "the Board shall 

exercise on behalf of the whole Health Assembly the powers delegated to it by that body"
9 

and considering the fact that the Director-G'neral cannot speak in the Assembly or its 

Committees on behalf of the Executive Board' but only for himself, the Board ш.11 wish 

to give consideration to all aspects of its representation at the Health Assembly. 

While it may be considered that after a period of time such formal representation 

may no longer be necessary the Director-General believes that based on the past experience 

together with a consideration of all reports made b y its representatives, it is desirable 

for the Board to continue to be formally represented at Health Assemblies. 


